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Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*\shell\StormView]

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.bitmap] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.png] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.emf] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.bmp] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.dib] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.wmf] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.gif] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.tif] @="Open"

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.wmz] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.jpg] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.bz2] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.rar] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.pdf] @="Open"
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[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.ps] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.xls] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.7z] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.bin] @="Open"

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.torrent] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.tga] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.ace] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.txt] @="Open"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*.swf] @="Open"

[HKEY_CLASSES_RO

StormView License Key Full Free

Image viewer and slideshow creator that lets
you view your images in various resolutions, as

well as create and edit slideshows. Ideal for
quick photo reviews, presentations or simply

working with one or several photos from one or
multiple folders. View, crop and resize images.

Create slideshows with images from one or
multiple folders. Features - Supports files of

various formats (JPG, GIF, EMF, WMF, BMP, DIB).
- Multiple window sizes, from which you can
choose. - Easy image copy to the clipboard. -
Select images by dragging and drop. - Create

slideshows with your images. - Crop photos, and
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zoom in/out. - Highlight selected area in full
screen mode. - Adjust image properties (resize,
change color,...). - Highlight images by mouse

right click. - Filter images by various criteria (by
format, by directory, by...). - Easy control of

slideshow speed. - Shows file properties (size,
type, path,...). - Built-in thumbnails support. -

Users can create and edit their own user-defined
style. - Multiple instances are allowed. - Includes

license available. Requirements Windows XP
SP1, Vista SP2, 7. How to download and install
StormView Free Download: Requirements for
Windows 7: Download and install the latest

version from the official site. Alternatively, you
can also download and install StormView

manually from the file location below. How to
download and install StormView: Download and
install the latest version from the official site.

Alternatively, you can also download and install
manually from the file location below. On

Windows XP Download and extract the
downloaded archive to the directory of your

choice. Open a run command window, and type
the following:

C:\StormView\StormViewSetup.exe /VERYSILENT
On Windows Vista, 7 Download and extract the
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downloaded archive to the directory of your
choice. Open a run command window, and type

the following:
C:\StormView\StormViewSetup.exe /VERYSILENT

On Windows XP Download and extract the
downloaded archive to the directory of your

choice. Open a run command window, and type
the following:

C:\StormView\StormViewSetup.exe /VERYSILENT
On Windows Vista, 7 Download and extract the

downloaded archive to the directory of your
choice b7e8fdf5c8
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StormView Crack +

StormView is a small-sized and portable image
viewer that features some basic options.
Although it's not explicit concerning the
supported image formats, our tests have shown
that it works with JPG, GIF, EMF, WMF, BMP and
DIB. Portable tool with a minimalistic interface
The entire program's packed in a single
executable file that you can copy to a preferred
directory on the disk or to a removable storage
device, in order to run it on any computer
without previous setup. It doesn't need DLLs or
other components to run, add new entries to
your system registry, or create files on the disk.
When it comes to the interface, StormView
adopts a single window that doesn't show any
options until opening the right-click menu.
Images can be opened by dropping them into
the frame while navigating disk directories in
your file browser. View file properties and create
slideshows File information supplied by the tool
includes the name, format and full path of the
file, along with its size. It's possible to copy the
picture to the Clipboard, set it as the desktop
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wallpaper, as well as view it in half, double, in-
screen or full size. Multiple instances are
allowed. Plus, you can quickly put together a
looping slideshow with all images that exist in
the directory of the currently opened photo.
Evaluation and conclusion Although the
software utility hasn't received updates for a
long time, it worked smoothly on newer
Windows versions in our tests, without hanging,
crashing or displaying error messages. It left a
small footprint on system resources, running on
a low amount of CPU and RAM. On the other
hand, StormView has a pretty simple set of
options and doesn't make room for
customization. Nevertheless, you can test it for
yourself, since it's free for non-commercial use.
Similar news: Tom Tom's newest Street View
update brings Google Maps to a whole new
level. With the TomTom Street View update last
week, the entire world is now mapped by
Google. If you thought Google Maps' current
capabilities were good, wait until you see what's
in store with the TomTom Street View update.
First off, the tool is fairly straightforward. You
can... Windows Live Essentials 2011 lets you
customize your email address. Microsoft
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recently introduced Windows Live Essentials
2011, a new and improved group of Web
services that include email, instant messaging,

What's New In?

StormView is a small-sized and portable image
viewer that features some basic options.
Although it's not explicit concerning the
supported image formats, our tests have shown
that it works with JPG, GIF, EMF, WMF, BMP and
DIB. Portable tool with a minimalistic interface
The entire program's packed in a single
executable file that you can copy to a preferred
directory on the disk or to a removable storage
device, in order to run it on any computer
without previous setup. It doesn't need DLLs or
other components to run, add new entries to
your system registry, or create files on the disk.
When it comes to the interface, StormView
adopts a single window that doesn't show any
options until opening the right-click menu.
Images can be opened by dropping them into
the frame while navigating disk directories in
your file browser. View file properties and create
slideshows File information supplied by the tool
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includes the name, format and full path of the
file, along with its size. It's possible to copy the
picture to the Clipboard, set it as the desktop
wallpaper, as well as view it in half, double, in-
screen or full size. Multiple instances are
allowed. Plus, you can quickly put together a
looping slideshow with all images that exist in
the directory of the currently opened photo.
Evaluation and conclusion Although the
software utility hasn't received updates for a
long time, it worked smoothly on newer
Windows versions in our tests, without hanging,
crashing or displaying error messages. It left a
small footprint on system resources, running on
a low amount of CPU and RAM. On the other
hand, StormView has a pretty simple set of
options and doesn't make room for
customization. Nevertheless, you can test it for
yourself, since it's free for non-commercial use.
September 22, 2009 Version: 1.0.7-final.16 M
Document indexing and management M $29.00
License:Freeware StormView is a small-sized
and portable image viewer that features some
basic options. Although it's not explicit
concerning the supported image formats, our
tests have shown that it works with JPG, GIF,
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EMF, WMF, BMP and DIB. Portable tool with a
minimalistic interface The entire program's
packed in a single executable file that you can
copy to a preferred directory on the disk or to a
removable
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System Requirements For StormView:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64-bit Processor:
Intel® Core™ i5-2400 RAM: 8 GB Graphics:
NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 680 2 GB or AMD
Radeon™ HD 7970 2 GB Hard Drive: 1 GB free
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 680 2 GB or
AMD Radeon™ HD 7970
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